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Healthcare entrepreneurs at Solantic realized that the industry was rapidly changing. Their brand needed to cater 
not only to patients, but to new patients who acted more like consumers of healthcare. Rebranded under a new 
name, CareSpot, NewGround helped mirror their updated business model and brand image in the remodeling of 
31 facilities, and managing the design/build of 25 new locations. A turnkey clinic set-up program was also created, 
including equipment and medical supplies. 

CaCareSpot’s healthcare centers now do so much more than oer urgent care, wellness care, and occupational 
health services – they serve as environments that put patients at ease from the moment they pull into the parking 
lot, to waiting, to exam rooms, to release. Clear way-nding, soothing color palettes, cutting edge technology, and 
professional sta have helped elevate CareSpot as a leading healthcare provider in the markets they serve. 



FULL VERSION

Realizing healthcare is transforming from the traditional model to more of a retail-based business strategy, not 
only serving patients but consumers, Solantic wanted a fresh start under a new name and new brand: 
CareSpot. This meant a complete overhaul in their image and business model, improvement in patient 
experiences, and expansion of their target customer base into multiple states. The healthcare entrepreneurs 
at CareSpot needed solutions that resulted in minimal internal manpower and resources, partnering with 
NewGround to step up to the challenge and deliver the strategic solutions they needed. 

NNewGround led an Ideation session with CareSpot, examining company and competitor research, reviewing 
detailed market studies, and brainstorming to determine CareSpot’s target objectives and vision for their new 
spaces. Using our successful Patient Journey methodology in the prototype design of each facility, 
NewGround’s team of design experts helped mirror their updated business model and rebrand in the 
remodeling of 31 facilities, and managing the design/build of 25 new locations.

Providing strategy, interior design, architecture, engineering, construction management, program 
management, and creative visual merchandising services, NewGround helped CareSpot develop turnkey
 clinic  clinic facilities with medical equipment and supplies to meet all municipal requirements and regulations. 

CareSpot’s healthcare centers now do so much more than oer urgent care, wellness care, and occupational 
health services – they serve as environments that put patients at ease from the moment they pull into the 
parking lot, to waiting, to exam rooms, to release. Clear way-nding, soothing color palettes, cutting edge 
technology, and professional sta have helped elevate CareSpot as a leading healthcare provider in the 
markets they serve. 
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